As part of their plan to computerize the Oxford English Dictionary, the Oxford University Press and the University of Waterloo undertook a user survey. The objective of the survey was to establish how respondents now use the Dictionary, to determine the principal facilities that users will require of an electronic version of the OED and to provoke thoughtful responses about applications for the New OED. The survey was, in many respects, a necessary preliminary to all subsequent phases of the project.
Background
The New Oxford English Dictionary User Survey was addressed, in the main, to individuals whose work depends to some degree on using a dictionary, but it also included people from a range of academic disciplines and professions who could be expected to value an authoritative work of reference available online. The size and composition of this group were important considerations. The group would have to be large enough to provide a representative sample of dictionary users. At the same time it seemed important to go beyond the casual dictionary user, and to canvass individuals whose interest in language and knowledge representation could be assumed. What seemed valuable about carrying out a survey of this kind was the opportunity for consulting an already sophisticated user group and collecting a body of data which might reveal patterns of use and the perceived strengths and weakness of the OED.
After pre-testing in both North America and the United Kingdom, the final design of the questionnaire (Appendix 1) was set. At least 1000 individuals would be surveyed, and the distribution of the questionnaire would be shared by the Oxford University Press (OUP) and the University of Waterloo (UW), UW taking responsibility for North America and OUP for the United Kingdom and the rest of the world.
The list of individuals to be surveyed was compiled from a variety of mailing lists: those built up by the University of Waterloo and OUP, the membership lists of lexicographical societies, and lists bought from specialist agencies covering a wide range of academic disciplines (from linguistics to computing), professions (law, librarianship, medicine, and accountancy), and occupations (journalism, advertising, and commerce). In addition to a postal survey, a number of interviews were conducted using the survey questionnaire. Table 1 shows the number of questionnaires mailed, the number of interviews conducted, and the respective rates of return. The response rate to the survey was extremely encouraging. It was also encouraging to learn that a great many people are already familiar with electronic databases and that they are eagerly awaiting the availability of the electronic version of the OED. The public file of the original responses, with the " respondents' names kept confidential, is held at the University of Waterloo Centre for the New OED.
minor differences between the North American and U.K./worldwide samples in the representation of each occupational group (see Table 2 ). Table 2 . Cross-tabulation of occupational group against occupational sector and location.
Please indicate those of your key professional activities for which the use of a dictionary is significant
Approximately three quarters of the respondents use a dictionary for professional research, and a similar number use one for writing and editing. The 'other' uses of the dictionary indicated by respondents include speech writing, translation, word games, general reference work, dictionary making, and many other activities. Good tools must therefore be provided for a variety of interpretive as well as creative tasks.
There is some variation among occupational groups in the professional activities for which a dictionary is used (there are also differences by first language and location, but these are minor). Those working in linguistics are substantially more likely, and those working in computer science less likely, than average to use a dictionary for research. Professors of linguistics and literature and other academics are more likely than average to use a dictionary for teaching; lexicographers, library and computer scientists, and others working outside universities are less likely. Lexicographers and library scientists are more likely to use a dictionary for 'other' activities than research, teaching and writing/editing; computer scientists and 'other' academics much less likely. Table 3 . Cross-tabulation of occupational group and location against mother tongue.
Please indicate which of the following reference works you use regularly
86% of the respondents use the OED regularly. Some might find it surprising to note that although more than 70% of the respondents use a dictionary for research, less than 60% use a major encyclopedia regularly. Similarly, although more than 75% use a dictionary for writing and editing, less than 65% use a thesaurus regularly and less than 40% consult a usage guide on a regular basis. Many other reference works were mentioned by respondents (44% of the sample).
Would you regard your use of dictionaries as ...
Most respondents (65%) regard their use of dictionaries as both simple and complex. New OED tools must therefore address both types of demands.
How often do you use the main OED elements?
Headwords and senses are accessed far more frequently than the other elements, with only 12% responding that they never use senses. Pronunciation and usage indicators appear to be accessed least frequently.
What information additional to that which is available in the current OED would you like to be present?
Approximately 50% of the respondents were interested in end-of-line hyphenation of words. A similar number expressed interest in having pronunciations recorded using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), and in including proper names and word frequency statistics. 70% of those surveyed would like to have synonyms and antonyms included, but only 20% want illustrations. The 'other' additions, suggested by 14% of the respondents, include foreign words, more extensive usage and grammatical information, pronunciation variants, homophones, additional acronyms, additional latinate forms, additional collocations, slang and colloquial terms, proverbs and sayings, both British and North American meanings, items from institutionalized non-native varieties of English, related terms (e.g., fraternal/brother), and current abbreviations.
Do you use electronic databases?
71% of the respondents use databases. The number of people using private inhouse databases was marginally greater than those using publicly distributed databases.
...please estimate how often you might use [an electronic OED]
In Question 5, 86% of the respondents answered that they use the current OED regularly. Given ideal access to an electronic version, 83% would use it at least once a month for simple queries and 85% would use it at least once a month for complex queries. These figures imply that an electronic version of the OED would indeed be useful if it could be made to conform to each user's expectations. Comparing these figures to the responses given to Question 6, the electronic version would, in fact, stimulate more use of dictionaries for solving complex tasks than is currently supported by printed dictionaries.
[Please indicate those queries which would be of use to you]
Question 11 offered the respondent a range of user applications which illustrated the way in which the basic dictionary elements might be combined in order to answer specific questions. Respondents were asked to rank the sample queries as 'very useful,' 'moderately useful,' or 'not useful.' For the most part, the answers indicated uniform interest in everything, with only one or two of the examples showing a slightly higher or lower degree of interest. How acronyms and specialized terms are coined, pronounced, and defined was ranked very useful by approximately 40% of the respondents (queries 1 and u). There was surprisingly little interest in using the dictionary for the forms of literary criticism illustrated in queries d, m, and n.
What applications that would be of use to you can you envisage for an electronic OED?
65% of the respondents answered Question 12. As well as offering some innovative suggestions for an electronic OED, the answers in Question 12 often elaborated on the analysis of other questions by offering confirmation about correlations which were suspected from the objective portion of the survey. Responses to this question are fully summarized in Section 5.
Current patterns of use for the OED
The analysis of Section 2 gives a first look at patterns of use exhibited by the respondents. A first look at the responses to Questions 5, 6, and 7 reveals that an overwhelming majority of respondents use the OED regularly for both simple and complex tasks, and that headword and senses are heavily consulted.
To design and market a database, however, decisions must be based on the mix of users, who do not necessarily exhibit the pattern of desires indicated by the particular mix of survey respondents. It is therefore necessary to determine statistically significant patterns of responses, i.e., those patterns that are likely to be independent of the individuals targeted by the survey.
This section reports several analyses that attempt to relate current dictionary patterns of use (Question 6), electronic databases (Question 9), and the OED in particular (Questions 5 and 7) to characteristics of the users. In particular, the analyses examine the dependency of patterns of use on three characteristics of the respondents: occupational field, first language, and geographical location; and on three characteristic uses of dictionaries (Question 2): research, writing/ editing, and/or teaching.
The analysis was done in three stages. First, the response was cross-tabulated against the six potential predictors described above. Where the correlation between response and predictor is statistically significant (i.e., the chi-square p statistic indicated that there was less than a .05 probability of this correlation occurring by chance), it can be concluded that this user characteristic is associated with this aspect of use independently of our particular sample of respondents. Thus, for each aspect of patterns of use, one or more correlates, or predictors, were discovered.
The second and third stages of the analyses separated predictors that have a genuine effect on the pattern of use from those whose association is accidental, or 'spurious'. For example, both the respondent's occupation and the use of dictionaries for research (Question 2) are correlated with whether or not the respondent regularly uses the OED (Question 5). However, the correlation between use of dictionaries for research and regular use of the OED is an accidental one, due to the fact that both phenomena are related to the respondent's occupation: certain occupations are characterized by using dictionaries for research and by regular use of the OED; other occupations are characterized by neither. When occupation is controlled (i.e., when the relationship between research use of dictionaries and regular use of the OED is examined separately within occupational categories) the relationship becomes statistically non-significant.
1
Results of these analyses are summarized in Table 4 and discussed below.
Regular use of the OED (Question 5)
Only the respondent's occupation and the use of dictionaries for research are significant predictors of regular use of the OED, and the relationship with occupation is weak. Lexicographers and research users of dictionaries are more likely, and computer scientists less likely, than average, to use the OED regularly.
2 When regular use of the OED is cross-tabulated with both predictors simultaneously, the respondent's occupation emerges as the only genuine predictor of regular OED use (this is discussed in the introduction to Section 3 above).
Simple vs. complex dictionary use (Question 6)
The level of complexity of dictionary use is related to all six user characteristics except geographical location. Complex use of dictionaries (in this case, a response of 'complex' or 'both') is more likely to be cited by those working in Table 4 . User characteristics affecting patterns of current use ( x (p<.05), ®-> affecting).
• correlated lexicography, linguistics, and literature, by those whose first language is not English, and by those who use dictionaries for research or for teaching (whereas use of dictionaries for writing/editing is associated with simple dictionary uses). When all predictors are examined simultaneously, only the effect of first language becomes non-significant, leaving occupation and the professional activities for which the dictionary is used to determine the complexity of its use.
Use of electronic databases (Question 9)
Occupation, first language, and use of dictionaries for writing/editing and for teaching were correlated with responses to this question. Those working in library science and computer science and those whose first language is English are more likely than average to report using electronic databases; respondents in literature, 'other' academics, those whose first language is not English, and those who reported using dictionaries for writing/editing or for teaching are less likely to use electronic databases.
When these correlates are examined.with simultaneous controls, the effect of the use of dictionaries for teaching becomes non-significant, suggesting that greater use of electronic databases is associated with certain occupations, being a native speaker of English, and not using dictionaries for writing/editing.
Patterns of use of main OED elements (Question 7)
Question 7 asked how often the respondent used each of thirteen 'main OED elements'. Analysis of patterns of responses to this question was adapted to cope with the multiplicity of items in the question. For this question, missing answers were treated as if 'never' were marked.
Furthermore three aggregate measures of OED patterns of use were constructed from the categories of Question 7. These are described in Sections 3.4.1 to 3.4.3.
3.4.1. Frequency of access to OED Usage Indicators. For some analyses, the frequency of access to usage indicators, treated as an aggregate of the six individually listed classes, was computed to be equal to the highest reported rate of access to elements in one class. Therefore if a respondent answered that area, register, and grammar are accessed weekly, subject and currency are accessed monthly, and semantic labels are never accessed, the value for usage indicators is set to be 'weekly.' With this definition, the respondents indicated their frequency of access with the following percentages: The dependencies of answers to specific parts of Question 7 on frequency of OED access are statistically significant, which is not surprising since the user class is determined in part by each of those individual answers. 3.4.5. Analysis of user interest class. Interest in particular elements of the OED is related to occupation, geographical location, first language, and use of dictionaries for research or for teaching. Simultaneously controlling these correlates revealed that only occupation and location have real effects: the apparent effects of the other user characteristics are due to dependence on these. Lexicographers tend to be interested in all three types of element -form, meaning, and etymology; linguists are particularly interested in etymology; those in literature are particularly interested in meaning and etymology. These three occupations have relatively little interest in form alone; whereas library and computer scientists and 'others' (academic and non-academic) have considerable interest in word forms alone.
North Americans in the sample (independently of occupation and language) lexicography (n = 49) tend to be more interested in etymology and less in form than those in the United Kingdom and elsewhere.
3.4.6. Frequency of use of individual OED elements. We also cross-tabulated responses to the individual items of Question 7 by the six user characteristics, and examined correlates of these responses with simultaneous controls. Rather than attempt an item-by-item analysis, we present only the main patterns here.
Occupation is the major determinant of access to various OED elements, being related to every item but one. Responses of each occupational group to the items in Question 7 are presented graphically in Figure In order to exhibit the patterns more clearly, an index of frequency of use of each item was calculated as follows: 'daily' has a value of 1, 'weekly' has a value of 1/7, 'monthly' has a value of 1/30, and 'never' has the value of 0. The results are summarized in Figure d and in Table 6 . Thus, for example, it can be seen from Table 6 that a respondent in lexicography consults the OED for headword on average .38 times per day (or once every 2.6 days).
Differences among occupational groups in frequency of use of particular items of the OED can be seen by consulting the corresponding parts of any of Table 6 . Mean number of accesses to OED elements per day by occupational group. Table 6 , reveals that respondents in the fields of lexicography and literature are much more frequent users of senses than those in library science and computer science. Geographical location is also very important: it is related to seven of the thirteen items. We are unable to account for this effect of location; however, due to the use of simultaneous controls, we can be confident that the effect of location is independent of the effects of related characteristics such as occupation or language. First language affects access to four OED elements: nonnative speakers of English make more frequent use of pronunciation, phrases and idioms, and usage indicators for 'subject' and for 'semantics'. Those who use dictionaries for research make more than average use of variant forms and etymology, and of usage indicators for 'subject', 'grammar', and 'semantics'. Use of dictionaries for writing/editing and for teaching have little effect on frequency of access to individual OED elements when the other user characteristics are controlled.
Summary
These analyses of current patterns of use -of the OED, of dictionaries in general, and of electronic databases -attempted to explain responses in terms of six characteristics of users and of purpose of use, namely: occupation, mother tongue, geographical location, and use of dictionaries for research, for writing/editing, and for teaching. Correlations were discovered through crosstabulations, and erroneous attributions of causality were avoided through the use of simultaneous statistical controls. The results are summarized in Table 4 above.
Occupation was found to be the major factor determining current patterns of use. Every aspect of use identified in the survey is differentiated by occupation. As one might expect, more frequent and more complex use of dictionaries, including the OED, are made by lexicographers, followed by linguists and those identified as working in literature. Less interest is shown by computer and library scientists and those in other academic and non-academic fields.
Geographical location affects some aspects of use of the OED, and we cannot account for this.
Mother tongue has little effect on patterns of use of dictionaries or of the OED in particular.
Use of dictionaries for research has independent effects on frequency of access to some OED elements and on the complexity of dictionary use. Like the use of dictionaries for teaching, it is correlated with many other aspects of dictionary use, but these correlations disappeared under statistical controls, probably because they are really due to the respondent's occupation. Use of dictionaries for writing/editing has an independent effect on the complexity of dictionary use, on the use of electronic databases, and on frequency of access to only two individual elements of the OED.
Implications
These analyses did not discover pronounced patterns of use that would influence database design in any one direction. From the point of view of marketing an electronic OED, perhaps the most interesting findings are the relative unimportance -in this sample, anyway -of geographical location and of mother tongue in determining the frequency and complexity of the use of dictionaries, and the OED in particular (see rows 1, 2, and 4 in Table 4 ). The importance of the user's occupation in determining frequency, complexity, and type of use could also have marketing implications.
Predicted patterns of use for the electronic OED
Sections 2.8, 2.10 and 2.11 above summarize respondents' answers to questions in the survey about their expected use of an electronic OED. Question 8 asked what information, additional to that in the printed version, should the electronic OED contain; Question 10 requested estimates of frequency and complexity of use of the electronic OED; and Question 11 asked respondents to rate the usefulness of various illustrative applications.
All three questions have obvious implications for database design and for marketing the electronic OED. They are, in a sense, the most important part of the survey (along with Question 12, discussed below), because they address its central question: what kinds of demands will be made upon the electronic 0ED1 However, the answers to these questions are almost certainly less reliable than the rest of the survey, for two reasons. First, survey respondents tend to be less accurate predicting future behaviour than reporting on past and present behaviour. Second, in projecting use of a new technology, respondents can be expected to extrapolate rather unimaginatively from use of current technology. What people do when they actually get their hands on the new technology is very difficult for them or anyone to predict. Thus, the finding reported below that current use has a consistent relationship with answers to questions on projected use is not unexpected, and reveals more about respondents' expectations than about what will actually happen in the future. Nevertheless, the answers to these questions (and to Question 12) no doubt have considerable validity at least for the near future, until the full possibilities of the new technology become apparent. The dependency on user characteristics and purposes of responses to these questions was analysed in a manner similar to the analysis of current use reported in Section 3. However, as well as the classes used in Section 3 (user characteristics and professional activities for which dictionaries are currently used), a third class of possible predictors was added: current patterns of use, as identified in Questions 5, 7, and 9. In other words, we hypothesized that in addition to his or her occupation, mother tongue, and location, and the professional activities for which dictionaries are used, the respondent's current patterns of use would affect his or her projected use of the electronic OED. Three characteristics of current use were employed in the analysis: frequency of use of the OED (as defined in Section 3.4.2 above), the user interest class (as defined in Section 3.4.3 above), and whether or not the respondent currently uses electronic databases (Question 9).
Relationships were analysed using cross-tabulations and statistical controls, as in Section 3 above; the results of these analyses are summarized in Table 7 . Characteristics of users and current patterns of use affecting projected patterns of use (x -»correlated (p<.05), ® -»affecting).
Additional information requested (Question 8)
Question 8 asked respondents to indicate any of seven additional kinds of information (plus 'Other -please specify') they would like to see added to the OED. Four of the items were favoured by about half the sample; the remainder received votes ranging from 21% to 70% (see Appendix 1). Since respondents were not asked to indicate how useful they expected these additions to be (cf. Question 11), nor to take into account the costs, in the broad sense, of these additions, it is difficult to assess how important each item really is to the sample. However, assuming that these answers do have some validity, we analyse their relationships below. Expressed preferences for hyphenation indicators and for illustrations were unrelated to any of our predictor variables -i.e., they appear to be scattered randomly throughout the sample.
Of the remaining six items, preferences for five are differentiated by occupation, and three of these are also differentiated by whether or not the respondent uses dictionaries for research. Responses to three items are affected by the respondent's particular interests in current use of the OED (the user interest class); and location, mother tongue, and frequency of current OED use each affect responses to one item.
Those in lexicography and linguistics, and to a lesser extent those in literature, and those who use dictionaries for research, are more likely to prefer inclusion of IPA pronunciation and of word frequency counts. Respondents working in literature, North Americans, those who use the OED more frequently, those who use dictionaries for research, and those who are particularly interested in etymology, are more likely to request inclusion of full bibliographic information. Those in library science, computer science, and other occupations, non-native speakers of English, and those who are particularly interested in word forms, disproportionately indicated a desire for inclusion of synonyms and antonyms. Requests for 'other' information tended to be made especially by those in lexicography and linguistics.
Projected frequency and complexity of use of the electronic OED (Question 10)
Almost all of the predictor variables had some effect on respondents' estimates of projected frequency and complexity of use of the electronic OED (see Table  7 ): projected use is affected by respondents' occupation, location, current use of dictionaries for research, writing/editing and teaching, and frequency of, and particular interests in, current use of the OED.
Disproportionate numbers of respondents in linguistics, computer science, and 'other' fields, and those whose current use of the OED was concentrated on headwords alone, or in combination with senses, estimated that they would use an electronic OED frequently (daily or weekly) for 'simple' queries. Respondents in lexicography, linguistics, and literature, North Americans, those who currently use dictionaries for research and/or for teaching, and those who currently make frequent use of the OED, were more likely than others to project frequent (daily or weekly) use of an electronic OED for 'complex' queries. It is not surprising that respondents' current use of the OED, as well as their occupations, strongly condition their expectations as to use of the electronic OED. Perhaps more surprisingly is the finding that current use of electronic databases is not related to anticipated use of the electronic OED; nor is mother tongue (when occupation and location are statistically controlled).
Projected usefulness of sample applications (Question 11)
In Question 11, respondents were presented with twenty-three hypothetical queries, representing types of application of the electronic OED; and were asked to rate the usefulness of each on a three-point scale. Cross-tabulations of responses to these items with the predictor variables are summarized in Table 7 and in Table 8 . In Table 8 , the values represent the mean response as coded (i.e., 2 for 'very useful', 1 for 'moderately useful', 0 for 'not useful'), so that respondents in lexicography, on the average, found the application, '(a) What interjections were in common use in the period 1670-1720?' less than moderately useful. Table 8 . Mean usefulness ratings for sample applications by user group.
The major factors affecting the usefulness ratings are the respondent's occupation and whether the respondent currently uses dictionaries for research: eighteen items (of twenty-three) were related to current research use and seventeen items to occupation, when statistical controls were used. The broad patterns are clear from Tables 7 and 8 : respondents who currently use dictionaries for research are much more likely than those who do not to rate the sample applications as 'moderately' or 'very' useful; also, respondents working in lexicography, linguistics, and literature rate the usefulness of these examples slightly higher than those in library science, computer science, or other fields.
The respondent's location and mother tongue are also related to the rated usefulness of several applications (location affects ratings of eleven items and mother tongue affects seven, when statistical controls are used). Broad patterns are again fairly clear: respondents whose mother tongue is English, and those who are located in North America, tend to rate the usefulness of some applications higher than other respondents.
Other factors affect the rated usefulness of few applications once statistical controls are introduced. Every sample application is related to at least one of the predictor variables, although the number of related predictor variables declines for the last half-dozen items. Perhaps 'respondent fatigue' plays a role here.
The most noteworthy conclusion from Question 11 is the lack of selectivity of responses to the different items -or to put it differently, the consistency of the responses: each category of respondent tended to rate most of the applications at about the same level of usefulness (see Table 8 ). We speculate that this may be due to any or all of three factors: o respondents had a fairly fixed notion of the expected usefulness of the electronic OED, regardless of the particular application envisaged, and their answers were determined mainly by their occupations and current use of dictionaries o the items provided in the questionnaire were somehow deficient as indicators: they might have been unclear, vague, too specific, requiring too much thought from the respondent, etc. o 'fatigue': respondents' motivation to answer carefully might have flagged at this point in answering the questionnaire.
Summary
Factors differentiating respondents' projections regarding frequency and type of use of the electronic OED are fairly unambiguous. The respondent's occupation and whether or not he or she currently makes 'significant use' of dictionaries in his/her work have a large influence on projected frequency and complexity of use and on the anticipated usefulness of the electronic OED. Some aspects of projected use are also affected by the respondent's mother tongue and geographical location, by current frequency of use of the OED, and by particular interests in current use of the OED.
Respondents did not appear to make clear distinctions among the various sample applications in the questionnaire. If this lack of selectivity in response is indeed indicative of a genuine lack of differentiation in anticipated use of the electronic OED by particular categories of users, the implication is that neither database design nor marketing efforts should be selective as to types of application (although marketing could benefit from being selective as to types of user) -at least until data on actual as opposed to projected use are available. 
Suggested applications of the New OED (Question 12)
The final question on the survey asked respondents to describe applications of the electronic OED that would be useful to them. This gave respondents the opportunity to provide their own ideas regarding uses of the New OED, unconstrained by the expectations of the authors of the questionnaire. In a way, then, this question could be expected to yield the most interesting information of any on the survey, because it should be the most original, and the most pertinent to the interests of the respondents.
Although answers to this question share certain defects of the questions discussed in Section 4 -the question is hypothetical; respondents may simply extrapolate from existing uses of the printed OED; respondents may be too 'fatigued' at this point to answer thoughtfully -the open-ended format does have major advantages. There is little possibility of the respondent's misunderstanding the material, 3 since it is his or her own (cf. Question 11), and the invitation for free expression should motivate a thoughtful response. One major defect in this question as a guide to database design for the New OED is that the suggested applications are almost certainly biased toward 'interesting' applications that could not be performed using the printed OED. Thus, any conclusions as to the relative frequency of types of search, element accessed, etc., will seriously underestimate -to a degree that cannot be determined -the types of application that can already be performed using the printed OED. This expectation was borne out by unsystematic examination of the responses to Question 12: nobody bothered to mention traditional applications such as examining a word's pronunciation or its development in meaning or forms.
Who answered Question 12?
Of the 497 survey respondents, 323 (65%) provided some kind of response to this question. Since research on survey respondents has found that those who volunteer information tend to be the ones for whom the survey (or question) is most salient [Goetz et al. 1984; Schwartzbaum et al. 1972] , we hypothesized that respondents to Question 12 might be the more 'involved' among our sample: lexicographers and linguists, those who use dictionaries for research, etc.
However, this did not prove to be the case. Those who answered this question are not distinguishable from the rest of the sample by occupation, by the professional activities for which dictionaries are used, 4 by native language, location, frequency of use of the OED, or type of interest in the OED. In effect, the 323 respondents appear to be a random sample of the full sample of 497, and conclusions based on their responses can be taken to be representative of the full sample. Table 9 shows the distribution of the number of distinct responses provided by each respondent. Thus, 224 respondents provided one response each, 52 provided two each, etc. In addition to these, 20 persons not in the sample of 497 provided one response each during preliminary interviewing: these were included in the file of suggested applications, giving a grand total of 511 distinct responses from 343 respondents. Table 9 . Number of responses to Question 12 per respondent.
Number of responses

Types of responses
To analyse the responses to Question 12, we re-expressed each proposed application in terms of the elements involved and identified the status in the existing Dictionary of the information required by the proposal. This gave us four broad groupings: o applications for which the information is explicitly available in the OED (100) o applications for which the information is implicitly available in the OED (149) o applications for which the information is not available in the OED (95) o suggestions and other comments that are not applications (233) We then examined applications in the first two groups to see how users imagine a machine-readable version of the OED will be used.
As a first step, we analysed each proposed application to determine which elements of the text would have to be used to carry out the task. Usage was subdivided into (a) access -elements that would be used in selecting, or finding, entries, and (b) output -elements that would be extracted from the selected entries and output. These categories are mutually exclusive, since elements that are used in access are supplied as part of the access criteria, and do not therefore have to be extracted from entries for output (even if they happen to be reproduced in the output material). Details of the criteria for coding the elements used and the coded data are given in Appendix 2. Table 10 gives a profile of the applications, based on the number of elements used for access and for output. Clearly, most applications use one or two elements to select entries, and output one or two elements in return. Twenty- one applications use no selection criterion -they are requests to output selected information from every entry. Many applications -104 or 42% -require more complex searches, involving two or more selection criteria. This underlines the need for an expressive query language.
Frequency of use ofOED elements
The relative frequencies with which the elements of a database are (or will be) used have obvious implications for the design of the database: the more frequently an element is used, the more important it is to be able to access it efficiently. Furthermore, the more frequently an element is used to access (select) a record, the more likely it is to be an index to the database.
To the extent that the relative frequencies of use of OED elements in the applications proposed for Question 12 are representative of the use that will actually be made of the New OED, analysis of these frequencies can yield useful information for the design of the New OED database. Figure e and Table 11 show the frequency with which each OED element is accessed, output, or either, by the proposed applications. The elements used most frequently as access criteria are character strings (27%), usage labels (23%), parts of the quotation bank (quotation date 16%, author 8%), and the etymology (16%, with a further 8% using 'language' in the etymology). These are therefore obvious candidates for indexing.
By far the most common elements output are lemmata (79%), with the sense (definition) section (19%) and parts of the quotation banks following (quotation date 9%, quotation text 8%, quotation section 6%). This confirms that the majority of proposed applications are 'reverse searches': find (and output the identifying lemma for) the entries fulfilling certain criteria -e.g., containing somewhere in the entry a certain character string, referencing certain usage labels, having a certain date of entry into (or exit from) the language (quotation dates), having certain etymological features, or used by a certain author(s).
How does the use of OED elements in the proposed applications compare with current frequency of use of elements of the printed 0ED1 In other words, if relative frequency of the use of elements is an indicator -however crude -of patterns of use of the dictionary, then we can compare patterns of proposed use of the machine-readable version with actual current use of the printed version by comparing answers to Question 12 with those to Question 7. We are not comparing like with like, in that Question 7 deals with the frequency with which respondents use the main OED elements and our analysis of Question 12 is concerned with the relative frequency with which each element occurs over a range of proposed applications. It is therefore not possible to make a strict comparison between the two sets of data.
However, we have made the answers as comparable as possible in order to do a rough comparison. We used only the answers to Question 7 from respondents who supplied implementable applications for Question 12 (i.e., the information required for the Question 12 application was implicitly or explicitly available in the existing OED); responses to Question 7 were duplicated where a respondent proposed multiple implementable applications for Question 12. This resulted in a list of 236 implementable applications for Question 12 (249 minus 13 from non-survey respondents, which had no corresponding Question 7 data), matched with 236 corresponding answers to Question 7.
To make the coding of the elements comparable, and to have enough responses for each element to make analysis reliable, we defined and coded Relative frequencies of use of the aggregated elements are shown in Table 12 and Figure f. These suggest a significant change in patterns of use from current to proposed uses.
With respect to accessing entries in the OED, current use depends entirely on the headword lemma, since alphabetic ordering of these is the only 'indexing' of entries provided by the printed dictionary. 5 However, in the proposed applications, lemmata (including, but not limited to, headword lemmata) are the elements used second least frequently for access, being required in only 5.1% (12) of the applications. We hypothesise that respondents chose to ignore such straightforward applications. Much more frequent use for access is made of parts of the quotation section (29%), the indicators of usage classification (23%), and the etymology section (16%).
With respect to information to be output -i.e., the information about the selected word(s) which the respondent wishes to see -current use of the OED is distributed fairly evenly over at least five of the aggregated elements: the sense section, usage indicators, etymology, variant forms, and quotation sections are 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% used at least monthly by 78% to 90% of these respondents, and even the leastused element -pronunciation -is used at least monthly by 51% of this subsample. In the proposed applications, there is a radical change in information to be output. A whopping 79% of applications require output of a lemma: these are presumably mostly the 'reverse searches' mentioned earlier. None of the other elements is requested to be output nearly as often. Elements of the quotation and sense sections are still required fairly frequently (23% and 19% respectively), but information on etymology, usage labels, and variant forms is required far less frequently by proposed applications (7%, 3%, and 1% respectively) than in current OED use. Pronunciation remains least frequently required: only 1% of applications require its output. Although proposed applications appear to be quite different from current use, we also examined pairs of matched responses to Questions 7 and 12 to see whether each respondent's proposed applications appeared to be related to his or her current use -for example, whether respondents who currently use quotations frequently tend to propose applications that use quotations. In this analysis, we classified applications according to the (aggregate) elements used for access (selection of entries), output, and either, and cross-tabulated this information with Question 7 to show whether the respondent used the element monthly or more often. Not one cross-tabulation produced a significant (p<.05) relationship. In other words, there is no evidence that the use of elements in proposed applications has any relationship to current use by the respondent proposing the application.
Both analyses reported here comparing current and proposed use of elements strongly support the view that the information that users will seek in the machine-readable version will be significantly different from that which they seek in the printed version. In particular, the new searches will be much less concerned with going from lemma to senses -the normal and only simple route to information in a printed dictionary -than with identifying words by accessing the use (quotation section), the classification (usage labels), or the derivation (etymology section) of the word or word groups in question.
Correlates of patterns of use in proposed applications
We also enquired whether different kinds of respondents propose different kinds of applications. We cross-tabulated the use of aggregated elements in proposed applications by the respondent's occupation, mother tongue, geographical location, and whether or not he or she currently uses dictionaries for research. These tables are summarized in Table 13 . Only the statistically significant relationships are discussed here, since one cannot be confident that the other apparent relationships are not due to chance. For the three elements related to more than one predictor variable (etymology and pronunciation as 'access' elements, and quotations as 'output' elements), loglinear analysis was used to control simultaneously for both predictors, in order to make sure that The quotation section is the element most frequently used as an access (selection) criterion in the proposed applications. Entries are accessed more by quotation by those working in literature, and are used less for access by respondents in computer science, linguistics, and 'other' occupations. The etymology section is used more by those in linguistics, literature, and 'other' occupations, and by North Americans, and less by those in lexicography, library science, and 'other adacemic' fields. On the other hand, the sense section is used less for access by those in lexicography, linguistics, and literature, and more by those in library science, 'other academic', and 'other' fields. Pronunciation is used as an access criterion mainly by respondents in linguistics, library science, and computer science, and those located in the United Kingdom and elsewhere; it is used especially little by those in North America, and those working in literature and 'other academic' fields, and not at all by lexicographers and 'other' occupations. Usage indicators are used somewhat less by respondents who use dictionaries for research.
With respect to elements output -the information in the entry which the user wishes to examine -those located in North America are less likely than those in the United Kingdom and elsewhere to request lemmata. Interest in quotations is differentiated by mother tongue and location. Respondents in North America and those whose mother tongue is English proposed more applications that output material in the quotation section. The sense section is requested more by chose in computer science, lexicography, 'other academic', and 'other' occupations, and much less by respondents in library science and linguistics.
This analysis suggests that different kinds of users will make quite different uses of the New OED. The use of certain elements as access criteria is clearly differentiated by occupational group especially, and also by location and whether the respondent uses dictionaries for research. Interest in output of particular elements is also strongly related to occupation, location, and mother tongue.
If these findings, which are based on somewhat scanty (n = 236) and unreliable evidence, are indeed accurate, the implication is that 'the' New OED database should perhaps be several databases, each designed to optimize a particular kind of use. However, even cursory examination of Table 13 shows that users cannot be divided simply into two or three 'types': users fall into different groupings when use of different elements is examined. Clearly, though, a database designed to satisfy one group's applications most efficiently would perform less well for others. It remains to be seen whether the inefficiency resulting from using a common database significantly affects users, or whether it is sufficient to provide one univeral database as long as personalized access paths can be maintained for diverse user groups.
In this and the previous section, we have attempted to describe and explain the kinds of uses that will be made of the New OED by analysing a rather crude indicator of 'type of use' -namely, the frequency of use of particular OED elements as access, or selection, criteria, and as information to be output, in applications suggested by respondents. This admittedly over-simple analysis has shown clearly that uses of the New OED envisioned by survey respondents differ dramatically from their current use, and that expected use clearly differs according to the type of user.
These findings have implications for both database design and marketing, which must, however, remain tentative until more data on actual use are available. Because anticipated use appears to vary according to the type of user, database design and marketing should for the time being emphasize flexibility. When and if more 'hard' data become available on actual patterns of use, it may be feasible to design and market several versions of the machine-readable dictionary, each aimed at a particular 'type' of user.
Element co-occurrences
Useful information for database design can also be derived from analysis of the co-occurrences of elements in uses of the database -actual or projected. Elements that tend to be used together (for access or output) should be stored 'close' to each other in the database. Elements that tend to be used together as access criteria are also promising candidates for co-indexing.
We analysed element co-occurrences in the applications proposed for Question 12. We limited our analysis to the fourteen most frequently used elements (see Table 11 above), since infrequently used elements necessarily cooccur infrequently, and are in any case of little importance in design decisions. Two of these fourteen -'quotation section' and 'etymology section' -are actually aggregates of elements: thus a use of either of these is actually an instance of co-occurrence of its constituent elements. For example, an application that requires output of the etymology section as a whole actually requires output of the various elements of this section, and is therefore one cooccurrence of these elements. References to these two aggregates were treated in this analysis as co-references to their constituent elements by distributing QN over AU, QD, QT, and SO, and ET over CF and LG, and deleting the two aggregates.
The resulting frequencies of use (access or output) are shown in Table 14 . Table 14 . Frequency of occurrence of main OED elements in proposed applications.
5.5.1. Analysis of co-occurrences of elements used for access or output. Table  15 shows the counts (upper triangle) and ranks (lower triangle) of elementpairwise co-occurrences used for access or output -thus, for example, AU (author) and CF (cited form) occur together in 3 (of 249) applications, and this is ranked 47th (of 66 pairs of elements). Obviously, lemmata co-occur most frequently with other elements, mainly due to the fact that 84% of the applications refer to a lemma (Table 14) . Also the two elements of the Table 15 . Counts and ranks of pairwise co-occurrences, elements used for access or output.
etymology section (CF, LG) and the four elements of the quotation section (AU, QD, QT, SO) co-occur very frequently. In order to factor out the effect of individual frequencies of occurrence -such as the very high frequency of lemma -each co-occurrence count was divided (separately) by the frequency of each of its two constituents. The results are shown in Table 16 , where co-occurrences in each column are divided by the frequency of the column element. For example, AU-CH has 9 co-occurrences; this 9/40 = 0.22 appears in the AU column, and 9/77 = 0.12 in the CH column. Column-normalized co-occurrences that are larger than would be expected from the frequencies of their constituents are marked in bold italics in Table 16 . For example, 77% of the applications using AU also use QD -this is considerably larger than the 33% expected from the frequency of QD (Table 14) .
In order to make all co-occurrences comparable, they were further normalized by the frequency of occurrence of both constituents simultaneously, using the formula: Table 16 . Column-normalized co-occurrences of elements used for access or output.
(The use of bold italics indicates a value larger than expected by chance.)
at Penn State University (Paterno Lib) on April 2, 2010 where o is denotes observed co-occurrences of elements i,j and e y denotes expected co-occurrences of elements ij under the assumption of chance: ejj=ffj/249 where/; denotes the frequency of occurrence of element i.
Values of this normalization are shown in the upper triangle, and their ranks in the lower triangle, of Table 17 . Values larger than 1.0 are larger than would be expected from the frequencies of their constituents. This information is also shown graphically in Figure g , where values greater than 1.0 in Table 17 are shown as a link between the two co-occurring elements. This figure gives some idea of the database layout that is suggested by the co-occurrences in these proposed applications: the four quotation elements (AU, QD, QT, SO) form a unit, as do the two etymology elements (CF, LG) with LE and PS. LE (lemma) appears to be most central to the structure (even here, where its individual frequency of occurrence has been factored out), since it is part of three cliques (LE, PR, PS; LE, LA, SS; LE, PS, LG, CF) involving seven of the twelve elements.
However, Figure g does not show the relative importance of storing elements close together, since it diagrams a binary coding of using one element also use the other (of the 46 applications in which CF is used and the 45 in which LG is used, 44 are co-occurrences); whereas the LE-SS link is only slightly stronger than would occur by chance. In order to analyse the relative 'closeness' of elements, based on their normalized co-occurrences, the information in Table 17 7 was input to a hierarchical clustering program and a multidimensional scaling program.
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The results of the hierarchical clustering are shown in Figures h and i . The column lengths in Figure h show that CF-LG are closest, then AU-SO, then QT to the AU-SO cluster, 9 and so on. Since hierarchical clustering always finds a sequence of clustering all the way to one cluster containing all elements, some indication is needed of where to stop clustering -i.e., the best number of clusters. Figure i provides a partial answer to this question. It shows the loss of fit of the clustering model as more 'distant' elements are clustered together, by plotting an index of the average pairwise distance between clustered elements against the number of clusters. The steep rise in slope from 10 to 9 clusters Name of observation or cluster ixxxxxxxxxxxxx . xxxxxxx . .
9 + X X X X X X X X X X X X X . . . X X X X X X X . . . . 5.5.2. Co-occurrences of elements used for access. Since the use of elements for access to (selection of) entries has special implications for database design, we repeated the analysis of co-occurrences examining only the elements used in accessing the entry. Table 18 shows the relative frequency of use of elements for access. Character strings are used most frequently (in just over one-quarter of applications), followed by usage indicators and quotation dates (23% and 19% of applications respectively). The order is not dissimilar to that of the frequency of use for access or output (Table 12 above), except for the drastic downgrading of importance of lemmata as access criteria.
Frequencies of co-occurrences and their ranks are shown in Table 19 . As with overall use of elements, CF-LG and AU-QD-QT-SO appear to be most strongly tied together. Other pairs co-occurring fairly frequently include QD-LA, QD-CF, QD-LG, and CH-PR.
Co-occurrences normalized for frequencies of constituent elements are shown in Table 20 , where all pairs co-occurring more than expected by chance have values greater than 1.0, and are diagrammed in LG and AU-QT-SO forming groups); which is also where the index of fit suggests a natural stopping point (Figure m) . The exclusion of QD (quotation date) from the 'quotation section' cluster is consistent with the analysis of Table 20 , and with the analysis of co-occurrence of elements in use for access or output. Quotation date is clearly used in a different way from the other quotation elements -presumably in many applications it is used to date senses (or entries), rather than in reference to a quotation. Name of observation or cluster The results of the multidimensional scaling are shown in Figure n . It is consistent with the other analyses in identifying the CF-LG and AU-QT-SO groups; it also suggests another cluster consistent with the analysis of Table  19 and 20 and Figure k -namely, CH-PR. However, since this is based on cooccurrences in only seven applications (Table 19) , it must remain speculative. and language -and three of the elements of the quotation section -author, source, and quotation text -have a strong tendency to be used together for access and for output. This is partly (almost entirely, in the case of etymological elements) due to the fact that the way in which many applications are specified requires the etymology section or the quotation section rather than their individual elements. That this is not entirely true of the quotation section is shown by the 'distance' between the quotation date and the other elements of the quotation section -i.e., a considerable number of applications use it alone or with other elements.
No other natural groupings emerged from these analyses: groupings suggested by one analysis were not confirmed by the others. Several elements (CF, LA, LG, PR, PS, SS) had almost 100% of their occurrences in common with one element -lemma (see Table 16 ) -which suggests that, if these elements are themselves not stored together, the ubiquitous lemma should be stored with each of them (i.e., as multiple copies).
As we have stated repeatedly in this section, frequencies of occurrence and co-occurrence of elements in the proposed applications can be taken only as very rough indicators of the actual uses that will be made of the New OED. In particular, our re-discovery here of the obvious -that the elements CF and LG, and AU, QT, and SO form natural groupings -may indeed be due to 'intrinsic' associations among these elements, but it may also be due to habits of thought based on the historical structural limitations of the printed dictionary. Whether the greater flexibility and power of the machine-readable version will result in new ways of thinking about using the OED -in particular, the aggregation in use of elements previously considered disparate, and the disaggregation of elements formerly grouped -will only become apparent after a considerable period of use by many types of user. Of course, patterns of actual use will never be known unless users are surveyed again, or -preferably -some provision is made for the New OED software to monitor use and for this information to be systematically collected and analysed.
Notes
1 This method of examining relationships while holding confounding factors constant -or 'controlling' them -is the equivalent in survey research of the techniques of matched or randomized groups and laboratory isolation in experimental research [Blalock 1964; Rosenberg 1968] . Although the example given above uses three-way cross-tabulations, this method is cumbersome and inefficient when more than one control variable is being used. Therefore, in most of the analyses we have used loglinear analyses to separate genuine from spurious predictors. This statistical method, which is similar to multiple regression, calculates the strength and statistical significance of the effect of each predictor while simultaneously controlling all the others [Goodman 1978]. 6 See Section 3 above for an explanation of the use of statistical controls. 7 Since these analytic methods require a 'distance' matrix as input, the normalized cooccurrences in Table 17 were transformed by subtracting them from 10.
8 Hierarchical clustering finds an optimal sequence of groupings (clusterings) of elements, based on their input distances. Different clustering methods optimize different criteria of distance between clusters. It is usual to use several methods and compare their results. We used Ward's method, average linkage, the centroid method, and the flexible beta method (these are all described, with references, in SAS Institute Inc. 1985) . All four methods produced roughly the same sequence of clusters at the 11, 10, and 9 cluster levels, but there was considerable variation after that. We report the results of average linkage clustering in the text. Multidimensional scaling represents the mutual distances among a set of objects by arranging them in two (or more) dimensions so as to minimize some criterion of distortion. We used two methods -classical (metric) MDS and Kruskal's nonmetric analysis (see Young and Lewyckyj 1979 for a detailed description of the MDS program; Kruskal 1964 and Torgerson 1952 for the methods). Both methods produced similar results; the results of the nonmetric analysis are reproduced and discussed in the text. 9 The distance between an element and a cluster is defined as some form of average of the distances between the element and the constituents of the cluster -in this case, of the co-occurrences of QT with AU and SO.
coded to include 'headword' and 'character string.' Similarly, an application which requires the identification of a character string within a Greek word within the etymology section would be coded to include 'etymology', 'language', and 'character string.' Applications that require major elements to be accessed are to be distinguished from those that require subfields only. For example, although 'date' is a field within 'quotation,' an application requiring information about quotation dates but no other information about quotations would be coded as including 'date' rather than 'quotation' and 'date.' Similarly, for applications requiring access to lemmata as elements or sub-elements, it is assumed that 'lemma' implicitly includes 'headword', 'senses', and possibly 'variant list' sections and the larger groups are not listed separately. It was also assumed that it will be known what entry or sub-entry (lemma) governs a particular quotation bank, pronunciation, etc. and there is thus no need to specify 'sense' and 'headword' merely because lemmata are to be listed as the final object. In addition to lemmata and the major structural elements, other items to be found under object are comb (combinations), collocations, and contexts. All three have been treated as variants on more or less the same thing: list items which occur in a specified context (next word, within six words). For many applications in the class 'information not currently available', the formula label is coded as an element in the route. For example, if someone asks for a list of words acting as direct objects of a particular verb in the quotes the summary would be (object) lemma (route) quotation text character string label For this to be executed against the dictionary, however, we need an implicit or explicit labelling of the grammatical elements within the quotation. Similarly if people require synonyms or hyponym references this will probably require additional labelling within the sense sections (rather than identification of an infinite number of character strings which would be the obvious alternative). In applications for which the information is already implicitly available, the formula label is used assuming (a) that we can access all labels, including those appearing in sense sections rather than at the start of the entries, and (b) that the labelling is perhaps somewhat tighter and more consistent than at present. For example if a user requested all words in the field of 'ecology' the current version of the OED might not be sufficiently well tagged to give a complete answer; in spite of this, the coding assumes completeness.
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Appendix 3 -Interpretation of Tables
Section 5 of this report includes several tables displaying summary data derived from the answers to Question 12, namely 'What other applications that would be of use to you can you envisage for an electronic OEDT To help readers compare and contrast the figures appearing in these tables, we summarize here the basis of the calculations. Readers who wish access to the underlying data should contact the authors. Table 11 shows the values as implied by respondents' answers in which the applications suggested require only information that is explicitly or implicitly available in the OED. These values are thus based on 249 suggested applications. Table 12 , on the other hand, is based on only 236 of the applications: those suggested by people who answered Question 7. Thus, for example, whereas 57 of the 249 suggested applications involved access to usage labels (Table 11) , only 54 of these applications were suggested by respondents who answered Question 7 (Table 12) . Furthermore, the values in Table 12 are based oh aggregation, as described in the body of the text. Thus, for example, because 11 applications require access to lemmas and one additional application requires access to headword (Table 11) , and because all were suggested by respondents who answered Question 7, a total of 12 applications are indicated to require access to the aggregated element 'Lemma' in Table 12 .
The data in Tables 14 and 18 results from re-interpreting applications' needs to access compound elements in the OED. Specifically, for each application that accesses or outputs values from cited quotations (QN), the data in Table 14 is calculated in terms of access or output of all the constituent parts of quotations, namely author (AU), quotation date (QD), quotation text (QT), and source (SO). Similarly, for each application that accesses or outputs values from etymologies (ET), the data in Table 14 is calculated in terms of access or output of both cited form (CF) and language (LG).
At first, one might expect that since Table 11 indicates that 17 applications require cited forms, 29 require language names, and 44 require etymologies, then Table 14 would record for CF the value 17 + 44 = 61 and for LG the value 29 + 44 = 73. However, most applications that indicated a need for language (LG), also indicated a need for etymologies (ET). For example, one such application would be 'give the headword and etymology for all words derived from French.' Thus one cannot just add the counts: only two applications required access or output of cited form without also specifying access or output of the whole etymology, and similarly only one application required language name without the rest of etymology. As a result, Table 14 shows for CF the value 2 + 44 = 46 and for LG the value 1+44 = 45. Similarly, one cannot merely add the counts in Table 11 to derive the data for Table 14 with respect to fields within quotations, nor to derive the data in Table 18 with respect to access only.
